Abstract
one of four annotation-levels. These annotation-level measurements are created from the gene-level 114 measurements using one of four summary methods (described above). Each unique feature space 115 contributes a unique data set upon which we applied the machine learning pipelines. 
Training set split

117
For the within-study pipeline, all training sets contain a stratified random sample of the data, 118 balanced by class label. This approach ensures that both the training and test sets have an equal 119 number of cases and controls. Each training set has 67% of the balanced data. For the across-study 120 pipeline, the training and test sets are separate microarray data sets. 
Feature selection
122
For all pipelines, we selected gene-level and annotation-level features from the training set using 123 Student's t-test [30] . We also selected features by random sampling to provide a point of reference. 
Model building
125
For all pipelines, we trained a model on the training set using a decision tree (DT) (via rpart::rpart 126 [33]), logistic regression (LR) (via stats::glm), random forest (RF) (via randomForest::randomForest
127
[20]), or support vector machine (SVM) (via e1071::svm [21] ), with the top N = [2, 3, ..., 64, 128] 128 selected features. For all implementations, we use the default arguments except when building the 100 ranked features (analogous to the Rand Index [27] ):
where k is the number of training sets, n i is the number of features selected in training set i, n ij 147 is the number of features selected in training sets i and j, and d ij is the number of features not 148 selected in training sets i or j.
149
For a given feature space f (gene-or annotation-level), Stability bub approaches 1 as the number 150 of selected features (n f ) approaches the total number of features (N f 
where k is the number of training sets, ρ is Spearman's Rank Correlation and r i is the ranked list 158 of selected features for training set i.
159
Visualizations of stability show all k(k − 1)/2 instances, not the average. 
Measuring generalizability
161
We assess generalizability through the across-study pipeline, wherein the training and test sets are 162 separate microarray data sets. Two of these are independent ASD data sets collected as part of 163 the same larger study (GSE18123). The third is an ASD data set from another study (GSE25507).
164
Measuring information capture
165
Each annotation-level measurement is calculated by aggregating across a set of gene-level mea-166 surements. Feature selection reduces the total feature space to a subset of annotations. We define 167 a "gene member set" as the set of the genes which correspond to a subset of annotations. We 168 define "information capture" as the extent to which important annotation-based features contain 169 the important gene-based features in their "gene member set".
170
To quantify the "information capture" for an annotation, we compared the "gene member 171 set" for each subset of annotations (sized N = [2, 3, ..., 64, 128] ) with its corresponding gene set. 
Annotations as features improve performance
183
We evaluated the performance of four classification algorithms on six neuropsychiatric data sets us-184 ing five feature spaces. Of these, four feature spaces were annotation-level summaries of gene-level 185 expression. We repeated this by aggregating gene expression based on four summary methods
186
(mean, median, sum, and variance), and compared the resultant cross-validation accuracies. We 187 found that, across all bootstrapped combinations of classification algorithms, classifier sizes, fea-than median-based and variance-based summaries (p < .05, see Table 1 
Annotations as features improve stability
208
When assembling a new classification pipeline, it is important to know not only how well the 209 resultant classifier will perform, but also whether its design will be robust to random differences in Table 6 shows that average BUB25 and RHO100 scores for each feature space, and their standard 225 deviations. We refer the reader to the Supplementary Figures for a reproduction Although the primary purpose for building classifiers is to predict outcomes accurately, classi-307 fiers also enable an understanding of the data through the post-hoc evaluation of trained models.
308
We believe that the use of annotation-based features better facilitates classifier understanding be- 
Conclusion
318
In summary, we found that using annotations to engineer features improves classification accuracy 319 and stability across six neuropsychiatric blood-based data sets. Through systematically bench-320 marking a bias-free classification pipeline, we found that the Gene Ontology Biological Process 321 (BP) annotation feature space improves classifier performance in terms of accuracy and stability.
322
We also noted that the top ranked annotations tend contain the top ranked genes, suggesting that Figure 4: This figure shows the RHO100 scores (y-axis) of t-test selected features from each feature space (x-axis) and data set (facet). For a random sample of features, the RHO100 score has equal means irrespective of feature space.
Figure 5: This figure shows the accuracies for SVM classifiers (y-axis) built with the top N features (x-axis) across five feature spaces (gene-level or annotation-level) using one ASD data set as the training set (x-axis facet) and another ASD data set as the test set (y-axis facet). Classifiers were built using features selected by a t-test. The black lines show baseline classifier performances for a set of randomly selected genes. Table 1 : This table shows the 95% confidence intervals for the mean differences of classifier performance between annotation-based classifiers aggregated by mean, median, sum, or variance summary statistics. We found that, across all bootstrapped combinations of classification algorithms, classifier sizes, feature spaces, and data sets, mean-based and sum-based summaries performed marginally better than median-based and variance-based summaries. Table 2 : This table shows the 95% confidence intervals for the mean differences of classifier performance between mean-based classifiers built with a logistic regression (LR), decision tree (DT), random forest (RF), or support vector machine (SVM). We found that, across all bootstrapped combinations of classifier sizes, feature spaces, and data sets, SVMs were the highest performing classification algorithm. 
